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There are times when you may want to
change the creation or modification date or

time for a file in your system. File Data
Modifier Crack enables you to do just that.
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All you need to do is specify the location of
the input file, the year, month and day for
which you want to change the date and the
output file. You can select the time format

with which you want to change the date
from any of the following list, i.e.

YYMMDD, YYYYMMDD,
YYYYMMDD_HHMMSS,

YYYYMMDD_HHMMSS, and
MMDDYYYY_HHMMSS File Data

Modifier Screenshots: Click to view larger
version How to install File Data Modifier on

Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows
8.1/Windows 10? The following two
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methods are available to install File Data
Modifier on Windows 7, Windows 8 and
Windows 8.1. Prerequisites for installing

File Data Modifier on Windows 7/Windows
8/Windows 8.1/Windows 10 Recommended

System Requirements for installing File
Data Modifier on Windows 7, Windows 8
and Windows 8.1. System Requirements
Windows 7, Windows 8 or Windows 8.1

Operating System: Windows XP/Windows
Vista/Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows 8.1
RAM: 512 MB or more Hard Disk Space: 5
GB Installation Guide Step 1: Download File
Data Modifier and extract the downloaded
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archive. Once you have done the step, a
folder named File Data Modifier will be

extracted and it contains all the files and sub-
directories associated with File Data

Modifier. Step 2: Open the setup file and
follow the instruction, it will guide you on
how to install File Data Modifier on your
computer. Step 3: After the installation is

over, you will be asked to open the program.
Step 4: To execute the program, click on its

icon or shortcut from your desktop or
anywhere that you have access to. Step 5:

You will be informed that you have
correctly installed the software on your
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computer. What is new in File Data
Modifier 1.2.0.0? Version 1.2.0.0 is out with
some changes. Here are some of the features

of File Data Modifier 1.2.0.0:

File Data Modifier For Windows

-Changes the Last Modified, Created, and
Accessed time stamps of any input file. -On
file append date or time stamps to selected
files. -Batch file processing mode for easy

and convenient date or time stamp
modifications. -Edit file by both edit box
and file name. -Can be run as a scheduled
task so it's starts automatically at Windows
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startup. 1. Installation1. Create a Shortcut to
the File Data Modifier on your Desktop. 2.

Run the File Data Modifier from your
Desktop.3. You can change the access and
modification times on any selected files. 2.
Availability You can freely download File

Data Modifier for free at All-In-One
Software website. Related Software File

Data Modifier Premium is a powerful batch
processing application that works with the

Windows registry. This powerful tool allows
you to create, change, and delete values

stored in the Windows registry. File Data
Modifier can be used to quickly and easily
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change the dates stored in the Windows
registry. File Data Modifier Premium is a
powerful batch processing application that

works with the Windows registry. This
powerful tool allows you to create, change,

and delete values stored in the Windows
registry. File Data Modifier can be used to

quickly and easily change the dates stored in
the Windows registry. File Data Modifier
Premium is a powerful batch processing
application that works with the Windows
registry. This powerful tool allows you to
create, change, and delete values stored in
the Windows registry. File Data Modifier
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can be used to quickly and easily change the
dates stored in the Windows registry. File

Data Modifier Premium is a powerful batch
processing application that works with the

Windows registry. This powerful tool allows
you to create, change, and delete values

stored in the Windows registry. File Data
Modifier can be used to quickly and easily

change the dates stored in the Windows
registry. File Data Modifier Premium is a
powerful batch processing application that

works with the Windows registry. This
powerful tool allows you to create, change,

and delete values stored in the Windows
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registry. File Data Modifier can be used to
quickly and easily change the dates stored in

the Windows registry. File Data Modifier
Premium is a powerful batch processing
application that works with the Windows
registry. This powerful tool allows you to
create, change, and delete values stored in
the Windows registry. File Data Modifier

can be used to quickly and easily change the
dates stored in the Windows registry.

09e8f5149f
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File Data Modifier With License Key Free For Windows (Updated 2022)

Change the creation, modification and last
accessed dates and times of any file.
Updated for Windows 10 This application is
available for free. If you use File Data
Modifier, please don't forget to send us your
feedback. Enhance your workflow with free
file changer. This software can be used to:
Quickly apply date and time changes to any
file. Change file sizes, permissions,
ownerships and access privileges. Active
Internet connection required 3MB File Data
Modifier, File Data Modifier Windows, File
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Data Modifier Windows 10, file data
modifier Description: A small program to
change the creation date, modification date
and last accessed date of a file. Enter or
select the file to be processed. All the
metadata info are updated accordingly (date
of creation, modification, last accessed, size,
owner and permissions.) Software
Requirements: Operating System: Windows
10, Windows 7, Windows 8/8.1/2012,
Windows Vista (SP2), Windows 2000,
Windows XP File Data Modifier has been
tested on: Windows 10 Pro Build 14393.246
File Data Modifier Windows 10 File Data
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Modifier Windows 10 Serial Number One
of the most prevalent and annoying aspect of
Windows 10 is the digital rights
management (DRM) that Microsoft imposes
on the users of Windows 10. This digital
protection, designed to protect and secure
users against piracy is known for its
inconvenience, intrusive nature, and poor
user experience. But, you can undo all of
this with one simple application. We
designed File Data Modifier, file data
modifier, to help you remove the digital
locks on your files. By using File Data
Modifier, you can modify the data on any of
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the files that are locked on your computer.
This tool can be very helpful when you are
trying to protect your copyrighted files from
piracy. With this software, you will get the
ability to change the data of any of the
locked file and protect your valuable data
and your copyright. This tool will help you
by removing the locks, and making all the
selected files and folders safe to access. The
digital locks are one of the most common
features in Windows 10 and the best way to
remove them is to use this application. With
the help of the software, you will be able to
modify the metadata of any file and protect
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it against any kind of file

What's New In File Data Modifier?

One can easily change the timestamp of any
file in the computer. It has a built-in file
scan that allows you to view the details of all
the files in the computer and choose files
that you need to modify the timestamp. The
application works in batch mode and you
can easily change the time stamp of multiple
files at the same time. With it, the users can
For the ease of our reader's, we have
collected the best antivirus in one place. In
this Antivirus Software Store you will find
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all the best antivirus software available for
Windows or Mac OS X. The 10 antivirus
software listed below are most widely used
by security experts and antivirus enthusiasts.
We have tried hard to find the best free
antivirus software and share that to you. The
best antivirus software are listed below:
China Copyright Removal is a powerful tool
to erase all traces of software. China
Copyright Removal will remove all the
programs such as internet explorer, outlook,
power point, access, paint shop pro,
windows media player, visual studio, office,
and many other programs from your
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computer. China Copyright Removal
provides a very easy and quick technique to
remove china copyright. There is no need to
re-install the system since China Copyright
Removal will uninstall all the programs you
have. The software is compatible with both
32 and 64 bit systems This software will
help you to unblock streaming site, which is
used for watching live streaming, videos,
youtube, downloading, etc. The software
allows you to play and watch streaming
content without any restriction. It can be
used for all Windows version with x86 and
x64 architecture. Amitra is a program that
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can be used to back up and restore your data
on a user defined schedule. With your
backup schedule you can protect your data
from loss. If you are using a USB Flash
drive to store important data and keep them
in a safe place; then you can backup the data
on a user defined interval to a USB Flash
Drive using this software. Do you know how
to add a scheduled task in Windows? If not,
then you may want to try this software.
AutomationSoft Scheduled Tasks Assistant
is an efficient tool that helps you add a
scheduled task in Windows. It provides a
user-friendly interface that lets you define a
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task with many different settings. You can
use this program to make sure that your
computer starts up at a certain time, perform
some program when you're offline, or make
the task update itself.
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System Requirements For File Data Modifier:

The most basic requirements to run TIS are
that you have a 2-core CPU and 1GB of
RAM. For speed to take a hit, I'd
recommend running TIS using a minimum
of 2GB of RAM. It's worth it to go with a
slower, but less expensive, graphics card
(you can run TIS with integrated video).
Windows XP Service Pack 3 is
recommended. The good news is that a
powerful graphics card and 2GB of RAM
will make TIS a great choice for all.
Weighing in at just over half a meg
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